I n partially prestressed concrete structures, the prestressed reinforcement is mixed with a significant amount of nonprestressed reinforcement, either unstressed prestressing steel or ordinary reinforcing steel. Such a design approach, whose essence was implied already in a suggestion by Emperger,l makes it possible to keep the effective prestress lower than its maximum allowable value.
In contrast to fully prestressed concrete structures, this results in some cracking under the service loads, although only the infrequently occurring maximum loads. 2 -4 The advantages gained include an increased ductility and energy absorption capability, as well as improved economy. Another advantage is reduction of the camber due to prestress.
The standard assumptions for the analysis of reinforced (nonprestressed), fully prestressed and partially prestressed concrete beams are identical and lead to good results for the ultimate load capacity. They include the use of bending theory with plane cross sections remaining plane, and neglect of tensile resistance of concrete and of bond slip. These assumptions, however, yield an erroneous prediction of beam curvatures and deflections above the service load range.
Various improved simplified methods for deflection calculations were proposed by Shaikh and Branson s and Basu et a1. 6 • 7
The latest state-of-the-art in the simplified curvature and deflection analysis is perhaps represented by the formulas of Branson and Tros~·9 and of Tadros, Ghali and Meyer.1O Their practical solutions, based on semiempirical adjustment of bending stiffness after the start of cracking, yield relatively good predictions of the initial post-cracking deflections, but are not intended to be used near the ultimate load range.
From research on nonprestressed reinforced concrete beams, it is known that neglect of the tensile resistance of concrete, customary in ultimate load calculations, leads to significant underestimations of deflections. The actual behavior is stiffer, due to the capability of concrete to transmit stresses in tension even after cracking begins. To explain this stiffening, two different mechanisms have been proposed:
1. Tensile strain softening of concrete, i.e., the fact that, after reaching the strength limit, the tensile stress does not drop suddenly to zero but declines gradually at increasing strain.
2. Tension stiffening of steel bars due to the tensile resistance of the concrete layer surrounding the bar, which is forced by bond stresses to extend simultaneously with the bar.
Design engineers have generally ignored the first mechanism, while many material researchers, driven by the results of fracture mechanics research, attach to it primary importance. The existing tension stiffening theory implies the assumption that the stress drops suddenly to zero as soon as the strength limit is reached, and that continuous tension-free cracks, normal to the bar, form immediately at a certain spacing.
After that, part of the bar force is assumed to be transmitted into the concrete between the cracks by means of bond stresses (and, conversely, the tensile resistance of concrete between the cracks restrains the steel bar against axial extension). The development of bond stresses, of course, requires a finite bond slip." However, the neglect of strain softening in the existing tension stiffening theory (i.e., the assumption of a sudden drop of stress to zero), is not realistic.
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As became clear from recent fracture mechanics research, strain softening takes place because of the phenomenon of crack bridging by aggregate pieces and fragments that remain anchored at both surfaces of the crack. and because the cracks that start to form at the peak stress are discontinuous and do not become continuous until the stress gets reduced to zero. A stability analysis of the fracture also showed that a sudden stress drop from the peak stress point occurs only as an instability (of snapback type), e.g .. when a tensile specimen that is not sufficiently short is tested in an ordinary testing machine that is not adequately stiff. In a beam, however, such instabilities, which would be manifested as dynamic events, are not observed. which is due to the fact that concrete is restrained by the bars.
Therefore, strain softening must be expected to take place in the reinforced concrete beam. Continuous. tension-free cracks can be expected to form only after a large increase of strain in the steel bar occurs. This suggests that the strain softening should be a primary mechanism. occurring first. and tension stiffening should come into play only much later, after the concrete tensile stress is reduced to nearly zero.
A fully consistent theory should obviously take into account both the strain softening and the tension stiffening with bond slip. However, this might be unnecessarily complicated. We, therefore, restrict our attention to only one mechanism, especially since both mechanisms have a similar effect. Due to the foregoing observation that the strain softening is primary and tension stiffening is secondary. we consider only the strain softening. Besides, this has also the advantage of simplicity, since the cross sections may still be assumed to remain plane, while for the latter mechanism they cannot. Whether this simplification is adequate will be decided by comparison with test data; if a significant discrepancy is found, of course, it would have to be attributed to tension stiffening.
From a preceding study by BaZant and Oh,12 dealing with post-cracking curvature and deflections up to the ultimate load in nonprestressed beams, it transpired that acceptable agreement with test results can be obtained even if exclusively the tensile strain softening of concrete is taken into account. It should further be noted that consideration of tensile strain softening is also essential for a realistic modeling of shrinkage stresses and the effect of drying on concrete creep. I)."
Nonlinear analysis of concrete beams that takes into account the actual nonlinear stress-strain relations for steel and concrete is by now well established; see, for example, the excellent survey by Scordelis. IS
ANALYSIS WITH STRAIN SOFTENING
As usual, plane cross sections are assumed to remain plane and normal during bending, which implies that deformations due to shear forces are neglected. The concrete and steel, prestressed as well as nonprestressed, are assumed to be perfectly bonded. Geometrically nonlinear effects are neglected.
For the purpose of analysis, the beam is longitudinally subdivided into segments (Fig. I) , and each cross section is As used by Bahmt and Oh, u the stress-strain diagram of Cf.
Saenz is adopted for concrete in compression (£c < 0): ( Fig.2c) .
For prestressing tendons, all the tendons located at the same depth and having the same effective prestress are grouped into one layer. Several such layers may occur; the area of each is All and the depth is dl l ; k = 1, 2, ... m3 (Fig.   2d ). Except for the initial effective prestressing force, the treatment of prestressed and nonprestressed steel is identical.
Furthermore:
In the above equations:
O'c = 0 = uniaxial stress and strain of concrete = f~ = peak compressive stress (compressive strength) = strain at peak compressive stress = Young's elastic modulus of concrete =" direct tensile strength (2) = tangent strain softening modulus (negative value) = strain at peak tensile stress = final strain when the tensile stress is reduced to zero
The strain of concrete at any point of the coordinate z is £ i::: -K z + A, where K is the beam curvature and A is the strain at the chosen reference axis of the beam.
The strain in prestressing steel is • ~m2 p(1) dp(k) dp ( where fpe is the effective prestress and Ep is Young's elastic modulus of prestressing steel. The nonprestressed reinforcing steel is assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic, characterized by Young's elastic modulus Es and uniaxial yield stress fy (Fig. 3c) . For the prestressing tendons, the stress-strain formula proposed by Menegotto and Pinto,16 which was shown by Naaman 2 to be realistic, is adopted for the analysis. It has the form (see Fig. 3d ):
where fpy is the yield stress; fpu and Epu are the ultimate stress and strain, respectively; and N, K, and Q are empirical parameters whose values are recommended by Naaman as 6.06, 1.0325, and 0.00625, respectively.
The conditions of eqUilibrium of stresses with the axial force N and bending moment M are:
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The moment-curvature or load-deflection diagram IS calculated by a step-by-step procedure which is described in Appendix A. The procedure starts from an initial state characterized by the initial curvature leo and the initial axial strain ~ produced at the beam axis by the initial prestress load from the tendons on the beam (see Fig. 4 ). In each step of this procedure, the increments of curvature and the corresponding actual strains are determined on the basis of the previous step and successive iterations are used to satisfy the equilibrium relations. The midspan deflection 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND COMPARISONS WITH TEST DATA
To evaluate and verify the proposed method, comparisons with two extensive groups of static tests by Tao and Du 17 on partially prestressed concrete beams and reinforced concrete beams have been made. Tao and Du conducted first a series of tests (Series A) to investigate the effects of varying amounts of nonprestressed reinforcement on the stress in unbonded prestressing tendons in partially prestressed concrete beams at ultimate load.
All the test beams (Fig. 5) were 160 x 280 mm (6 x 11 in.) in cross section and 4400 mm (173 in.) in length, and were tested with third point loading over 4200 mm (165 in.) span.
The span-to-depth ratio, Ud, was 19.2. Each beam contained one straight tendon consisting of two to eight high-strength wires 5 mm (0.197 in.) in diameter. All the beams were tensioned prior to testing and the effective prestress of the tendons was 55 to 65 percent of the yield strength of the wires. The detailed characteristics of the test beams and data used for predictions are listed in Table 1 . Fig. 6 shows the mea- 
The numerical results obtained with the proposed model assuming that concrete resists no tension (which is called the no-tension theory).

The numerical results obtained by the I-effective method of Branson and Trost.
A summary of the I-effective method in calculating deflections of partially prestressed beams is given in Appendix C.
In Appendix B an illustrative example is given to demonstrate how the proposed method is applied to determine the load-deflection relation of the beam.
It can be seen that the numerical results obtained with the proposed method agree with the test data quite well. Both the tests and the analysis show that the load-deflection curves exhibit three stages, namely, (1) elastic, (2) crackedelastic and (3) plastic (Fig. 7) . The transition from the fIrst to the second stage is caused by the development of cracks at the bottom of the beam. The transition from the second stage to the third stage is caused by yielding of the bonded nonprestressed steel.
Beams with lower values of qo exhibit all the three stages; they are rather ductile and fail at relatively large deflections. However, beams having a high value of qo do not exhibit the third stage and fail at relatively small deflections since the bonded reinforcement is still in the elastic range of the steel.
The effects of strain softening on the load-deflection behavior of partially prestressed concrete beams can be summarized as follows:
1. There exists the usual elastic stage in which tensile strain softening of concrete is prevented by prestress. This range, however, is much smaller than for fully prestressed beams, as is well known.
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2. The cracked elastic stage begins by development of cracking at the bottom of the beam. From the diagrams it is apparent that consideration of tensile strain softening gives a distinctly higher flexural stiffness than the no-tension theory, i.e., a higher bending moment for the same deflection. The difference between these two theories, however, is not very large, and is much less than that previously documented for nonprestressed reinforced concrete beams. 12 The diagrams also show that the I-effective method usually overestimates the deflection in this stage, i.e., the method gives a softer response than the measurements; see Beams A-2, A-3, A-5 and A-8.
3. In the last, plastic stage, the diagrams obtained with and without strain softening are nearly the same and indicate the same ultimate load carrying capacity. The effect of tensile strain softening essentially disappears, which is no doubt explained by large tensile strains corresponding to relatively large cracks in concrete. The I-effective method fails to predict this stage, and it, of course, was not intended for this purpose. Fig. 6 show that the calculations with tensile strain softening match the test data better than those for the no-tension theory; see Beams A-I, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5 and A-9.
Comparisons with the test data in
5. The post-peak descent of the calculated load-deflection diagram is not as steep as measured. This is no doubt due to localized instabilities caused by strain softening in beams, which are not taken into account in the present calculation. 50~------------------------------ of the I-effective method in Fig. 8 . From these comparisons, the following observations can be made:
10~--------------------------------~
1. Both the test results and the calculations show that the load-deflection diagrams for pretensioned beams with bonded prestressed steel are very similar to those for the unbonded prestressed beams.
2. The calculations give again a fairly good agreement with the test data, but they underestimate the load capacity of Beam D-l. The results with strain softening are better than those for the no-tension theory, although the difference is relatively minor. Again, the I-effective method overestimates the deflection in the cracked elastic stage, and is inapplicable in the plastic stage.
Finally, we should consider again a possible role of tension stiffening associated with bond slip. From Figs. 6 to 8, it is observed that in most cases the calculated response is slightly stiffer than the measured curves. This difference might be attributed to an additional effect of the tension stiffening mechanism. Since inclusion of such a mechanism would make the response still softer than calculated here, the fit of the data would be improved. However, the analysis would become considerably more complicated, and the discrepancies seen from the figures are rather small.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Beam analysis that takes into account the nonlinear behavior of concrete in compression and the plasticity of steel in tension, and neglects bond slip, gives relatively good predictions of the load-deflection diagrams of partially prestressed concrete beams.
2. Consideration of tensile strain softening in concrete improves the predictions compared to classical theory in which the tensile resistance of concrete is neglected. However, the effect is not large, mainly because the results of the classical theory are much closer to measurements than found in BaZant and Oh' s study of nonprestressed concrete beams. 
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3. The effect of tensile strain softening of concrete is manifested chiefly in the initial post-cracking stage of deflection. For the prediction of the load-deflection diagram near the ultimate load, consideration of tensile strain softening is not needed, which confirms what is already known.
4. Consideration of tension stiffening of steel bars with bond slip, in addition to strain softening of concrete, could be expected to further improve the fit of test data. However, the discrepancy observed is rather small and does not seem to be worth complicating the analysis further, especially since the assumption of plane cross sections would have to be abandoned. (One must caution, though, that there might be other types of beams for which the tension stiffening of bars could prove to be important.) , 5. The I-effective method of Branson and Trost gives acceptable predictions for the initial post-cracking stage (cracked elastic stage), although the predicted response is generally somewhat softer than measured. This method, however, cannot be used for predicting deflections near the ultimate state.
6. The difference in deflections between the beams with bonded and unbonded prestressed tendons is relatively small, both according to calculations and experiments. trated loads. The beam is post-tensioned by a tendon having a straight profile. The basic material properties of the member are given in Table 1 . The objective of this example is to determine the loaddeflection relation of the beam.
APPENDIX B -ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Solution:
1. The beam is divided into 16 segments of equal length, 262.5 mm (10.32 in.). Note that due to symmetry, only the left eight segments need to be analyzed. 2. By the trial-and-error procedure indicated, find the initial curvature at every cross section, e.g., at midspan, Ko = -0.000000786 per mm (-0.00001996 per in.). Using the principle of virtual work, find the camber at midspan, 00 = 1.732 mm (0.0682 in.). 3. The moment-curvature relation at each cross section is determined by iteration. Since all the cross sections have the same section properties, the moment-curvature relation for the midspan can be used as a reference. The values are listed in Table B1. 4. The initial curvature at midspan is set equal to -0.000000786 and the first increment of curvature as £\1C = 0.00000048. The total deflection at midspan at this stage is: 5 = 50 + .1.5 = 0.90 mm (0.0354 in.)
9. Repeating Steps 5 to 8, determine the complete loa deflection relation as shown in Fig. 6d .
